
 
Art, Design and Digital Culture 
Fall 2015 
M/W 5 - 8 

Representation/Design: Project 2.2 - Your Story as Animation 
 
Due: October 21, 2015 at the beginning of class 

 
To Be Critiqued: 

Your short film/gif, submitted to the Juno Course folder prior to class. 
 
To Be Submitted: (Eg. Rivkin_J_Project 2.2) 

1. One GIF or .MOV File, depending on if you used sound or not 
One File Full Size, One File Half Size (50% in the Save for Web or 50% in 
the Image Size option - this will allow us to post more easily online) 
eg. Rivkin_J_Project2.2_Film.mov, Rivkin_J_Project2.2_Film.gif 

 
Description 
 
We live in a culture of moving images—from video billboards, to animated icons on 
your smartphone, to YouTube videos—each one embedded with its own pop-up or 
advertisement—it is important for you to understand what type of image-making 
practice fits which context. With this project, we will start looking at the concept of 
the “new aesthetic.” It offers a new terminology and a set of values to be able to 
understand contemporary images. 

 
In this assignment you will focus on expanding your short narrative chosen for 2.1 
into a sequence of moving images. You are expected to prepare a series of images 
and put them in a timeline to produce short, 30 second (or more), animation. You 
may use any of the animation strategies discussed in class or in the tutorials, or any 
combination thereof - but keep in mind the limitation of two weeks to complete this 
project - so tweening/keyframing rather than hand-drawn on a video layer would 
certainly be more simple.  

 
Directions 

 
1. You will make a storyboard of your narrative to plan the image sequence. This will 
help you determine how many frames you need.  
Full Storyboard in Sketchbook - Due in Class October 14th 
 
2. Once you have a storyboard, you will prepare your images and bring them 
together in Photoshop to create an animation (e.g., tweening/keyframing, puppet 
warp, video, Stop-motion, etc.). Your main goal is to learn how to tell a story over 
time by using motion, looping (optional), editing as design elements. 

 
Limitations 

1. The images will be the size you used for your static images, 72 dpi RGB GIF 
format, animated in Photoshop 

2. File will be submitted as GIF or MOV animations lasting 30 seconds, or more 
3. Sound is not required, but we can discuss if you would like to include it. 
4. Text is not required. 


